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	When internationally acclaimed artist Victor Vasarely imagined the "Cité polychrome du Bonheur" ("Polychromatic City of Happiness"), he imagined a center that would bring together urban planners, architects and artists. In 1966, Vasarely established a Foundation to promote his ideas of "art for all" and of the "city of tomorrow", a city in which art harmoniously blends with architecture.



"Our existence is driven by two major forces: renewal and preservation. While the world advances from the past into the future, as individuals, we travel from the future into the past ... this is our tragedy."



Victor Vasarely did not create the Foundation to transform his work into relics from the past or to create a haven for memories. The center thrives on the innovation and creativity of the future, focusing on science, computers and new technologies.



"The future takes shape in this new geometric polychromatic and solar city. Here, plastic arts will be kinetic, multi-dimensional and collective... most definitely abstract and inseparable from science ."



In 1966, reminiscent of the Bauhaus model for an Applied Arts school which he intended to create upon arriving in Paris 35 years earlier, Vasarely imagines making the Foundation an experimental research center. When the Foundation is inaugurated in 1976, it is an instrument of society through which diverse skills and trades unite to contribute to the development of "the polychromatic city".



In Aix-en-Provence, Victor Vasarely applies what he calls a new "social techno art." Considered an exceptional act of generosity towards the community, this new art aims to integrate art into architecture and popularize culture and plastic art through the mass production of artwork.
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All trades involved in the process of designing an urban environment or of designing architecture would come together within the Foundation. Artists, urban engineers, sociologists, psychologists, architects - all would work together to design the building and its setting together.



"The synthesis of plastic arts is a lure which can only produce a Renaissance much worse than the first. It is absurd to designate a specific place for setting, even if it is abstract. The right method is integration; setting is born at the same time as the building itself and plastic arts are intrinsic to building materials and architectural structure."



It is in this frame of mind that Victor Vasarely designs his building, choosing prefabricated components to build the modular concrete structure. He also designs a building which is expandable to be able to create new workshops, new venues for exhibiting art... the hexagonal shape is used as a base model and each cell structure is independent.
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